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Exam 2
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• Date: May 8, 5:45 pm (during exam week) 
• The format is similar to Exam 1:

• Hands-on technical exercises 
• You must use a workstation in the classroom to 

complete the exam
• Open note. You can use Google during the exam



Agenda
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1.Reviewing Exam 1
2.AJAX and JSON

• AJAX
• JSON
• The usage of AJAX and JSON with jQuery

• the $.getJSON method

3.Web APIs: an introduction
4.Announcing Challenge 8
5. Introducing the PRO points project



Visualizing what we have done so far…

URL, referencing a
web page

HTTP Response

Database

Web Server

Browser

JavaScript 
Engine

JavaScript/jQuery run here, in the 
browser, and do not interact with any 
resource outside the browser.

This is called a “round trip”.
Round trips are relatively expensive (in terms of 
computing power). We’ve been using JavaScript 
form validation to prevent unnecessary round 
trips.
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AJAX
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What is AJAX?
• AJAX is short for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML

• It is a set of web technologies…

• which allows web pages to be updated asynchronously 
by exchanging data with a web server behind the 
scenes.
– This means that it can update parts of a web page, without 

reloading the whole page.
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An AJAX call we see every day…
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Google’s Auto Suggest is an AJAX application



Another AJAX example: Twitter wall
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AJAX uses JavaScript to call web services

URL, referencing a 
web page

HTTP Response
(the WHOLE page)

Database

Web Server

Browser

JavaScript 
Engine

Less of this
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AJAX uses JavaScript to call resources

Database

Web server

Browser

JavaScript 
Engine

More of this
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AJAX uses JavaScript to call Resources
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https://www.w3schools.com/xml/ajax_intro.asp



So, what about JSON?

This is 
Jason

Not JSON

Jason and the Argonauts (1963 film)
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JSON
• JSON is short for JavaScript Object Notation
• JSON uses human-readable text to transmit data objects 

consisting of attribute–value pairs. 

• A JSON object looks like this:
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[{

"HeadHousehold" : "Barack Obama",

"Spouse" : "Michelle Obama",

"Dependents" : ["Malia", "Sasha"]

}]

At the end of the day… think 
attribute-value pairs in 
pattern:

{
“attribute” : “value”,
“attribute” : “value”,
“attribute” : “value”
}



Where is JSON used?

Database

Web server

Browser

JavaScript 
Engine
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Why JSON ?

• Back in the day, if you wanted to exchange data 
between two systems, you specified the format of a flat 
file.

• For example:
HeadHousehold, Spouse, Dependent1, Dependent2
Barack Obama, Michelle Obama, Malia, Sasha

Donald Trump, Melania Trump, Barron, 
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Why JSON? (2)

• But this approach assumed that you could anticipate the 
quantities of all the attributes. 

• So, sometimes an exception would occur because of an 
unexpected quantity of attributes.  

• For example:
HeadHousehold, Spouse, Dependent1, Dependent2

Barack Obama, Michelle Obama, Malia, Sasha, Ben
Donald Trump, Melania Trump, Barron, 

Uh oh!  Dependent #3!

The data needs to be serialized in order to 
send it from one system to another without 

any limitation.
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How it looks in JSON format – just like an array
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[{
"HeadHousehold" : "Barack Obama",
"Spouse" : "Michelle Obama",
"Dependents" : ["Malia", "Sasha", "Ben"]
},
{
"HeadHousehold" : "Donald Trump",
"Spouse" : "Melania Trump",
"Dependents" : ["Baron"]
}]

If we loaded the JSON data into JavaScript variable called households, 
we could access the data inside it.

For example:
Households[0] //returns the first household
Households[0]["Spouse"] //returns “Michelle Obama”



AJAX and JSON
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• Data updated using AJAX can be stored using the
JSON format on the web server

• AJAX is used so that JavaScript can retrieve these
JSON files when necessary, parse them, and display
them on the web page



AJAX and JSON using jQuery 

$.getJSON(someurl, function(result) { some things to do })

There are other jQuery methods 
used to do make Ajax calls:

.ajax()

.load()

.get()

.post()

A list of jQuery Ajax methods can be 
found here:
https://www.w3schools.com/jquery/jq
uery_ref_ajax.asp

This piece is called “the 
callback function”.

It is the function, that runs, 
when the call to someurl
comes back successfully.

There’s actually a piece here that 
we’re intentionally leaving out today.  
We would use an optional parameter 
here to send data to someurl
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https://www.w3schools.com/jquery/jquery_ref_ajax.asp


$.getJSON explained

$.getJSON(someurl, function(result) { some things to do});

The URL to visit

the callback function that will execute 
when the Ajax call is a success

Result is the 
JSON object 
returned by 
the getJSON
method.

One or more 
commands.  

I can use the data 
in result here!  
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Demonstration:
Let’s take a look at demo_json.zip
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Demonstration (in browser)
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The HTML <table> that receives the data
<table id="table_of_countries">

<tr> <th> The name of the country </th> </tr>
</table>



Demonstration (in browser)
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The HTML <table> that receives the data
<table id="table_of_countries">

<tr> <th> The name of the country </th> </tr>
</table>



The JSON file of countries
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URL: https://restcountries.eu/rest/v2/all

• Each record is a country

• The first key/value pair is 
about the country name

• This is what we need in 
the exercise



The jQuery to load JSON data to the web page
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The jQuery to get country names from the JSON data, 
and append them as table rows
$.getJSON("https://restcountries.eu/rest/v2/all",

function(the_data){
for (var i = 0; i < the_data.length; i++){

var the_table_row = "<tr><td>"  +  
the_data[i]["name"] +   
"</td></tr>";

console.log(the_table_row);
$("#table_of_countries").append(the_table_row);

} // end for loop
});  // end the getJSON method

• We choose “the_data” to be the name of the variable of data returned from 
the server

• the_data[i] gives us the ith country in the data (recall that i starts at 0)
• the_data[i]["name"] gives us name of this country



What is a Web API?
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An application programming interface (API) is a set of rules 
and mechanisms by which one application or component 
interacts with the others.

• Web APIs use web protocols (HTTP, HTTPS, JSON, XML, etc.)
• Web APIs can be used to:

• Obtain data from a web resource (such as U.S. postal service zip 
codes) 

• Perform actions
• Actions include tasks such as authentication, sending a text 

messages or generating QR codes, as well as many other things
https://mlsdev.com/blog/81-a-beginner-s-tutorial-for-understanding-restful-api



Why API?
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• APIs let your product or service communicate with other 
products and services without having to know how they’re 
implemented. 

• APIs can simplify app development which can save 
developers time and companies money.



Example: The Google Maps API
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• It allows developers to 
integrate Google Maps 
into their websites

• Its free, if used less 
than thousands of 
times a day.

Google has a tutorial to learn how to use the API: 
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/tutorial

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/tutorial


Challenge 8: AJAX (due on Sunday)
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Can you use similar jQuery code to get JSON data (from 
https://misdemo.temple.edu/dailyquote/) and load it to a page?

Here is the JSON file, which has only one daily quote. So you jQuery 
would be even simpler!

[
{"quote": "There's a hysterical, tired sense 

of humor that comes after working 14 
hours a day, six days a week. I like 
those things because they take the 
pressure off the constant stress.",

"author": "Tom Berenger",
"genre": "humor"
}

]

https://misdemo.temple.edu/dailyquote/


PRO points project – Web API
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• It is optional, and for MIS PRO points
• You may earn a maximum of 50 points based on your work

• It is not for extra credit in MIS2402

What is the project about?
• API (application program interface)

Your task
1. Research an API
2. Develop a working proof of concept
3. Provide a recommendation as to how the API could be used in an 

application for business or entertainment purposes

Deadline
• It’s by due 5/1 midnight (the last day of “Study Days”)
• If you submit sooner, you will get the PRO points sooner!



Example: The QR code API
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http://goqr.me/api/

This API allows 
developers to create 
and read QR code 
graphics using their 
QR code generator

And you do not need to 
worry about how the 
code generator is 
implemented!

http://goqr.me/api/


An example of a working proof-of-concept page
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See: https://misdemo.temple.edu/jeremy/pro_point_demo/



Next week…
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• We will discuss the idea of RESTful API next week

• To better understand what an API is, read the following 
articles before next class

(links available on course website):

• What is an API? In English, please

• What Is an API & Why Does It Matter?

https://medium.freecodecamp.org/what-is-an-api-in-english-please-b880a3214a82
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/what-is-an-api/
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